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Demand for high-quality,
functional glazing has

flourished in Slovenia
over the last decade,
and glass processors

eager to satisfy this demand 
and build up their businesses have

had fewer restrictions to face. 
Glass-Technology International

visited one 
such company,

Steklarstvo Resnik,
now approaching its 

twenty-fifth year of
activity, still growing and

ready to meet future opportunities.

Peter Finch

Miran Resnik,
company owner
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glass for the construction and furniture indus-
tries constitutes 50 per cent of total production,
mirrors for furniture 30 per cent, while lami-
nated security glass for banks makes up the oth-
er 20 per cent.

Since 1991, Marija Vrhov˘sek told us, busi-
ness has grown at a rate of around 10-15 per cent
a year, and the company expects annual growth
to continue at around seven per cent. Sloven-
ian sales account for 90 per cent of total
turnover, though Ms. Vrhov˘sek pointed out
that many Resnik clients export their finished
products, particularly to nearby Croatia, and that
around 40 per cent of each of Resnik’s product
types (tempered, mirror, laminated) thus end up
outside Slovenia.

Asked about rival processors, Resnik said there
was obviously some competition with Maribor-
based Kristal, but added that the market is big
enough for both and that competition is healthy
for growth in any case.

The main trade events at which Resnik
exhibits are regional furniture sector ones
serving the Balkans, held in the Slovenian
capital Ljubljana, in Zagreb, Croatia, and in
Skopje, Macedonia. Glasstec in Düsseldorf,
Germany, and Vitrum in Milan, Italy, are also
key appointments.

TECHNOLOGICALLY PREPARED
For a tour of the premises, we were then left

in the young, but expert, hands of Jernej
Srpc̆ic̆. Resnik has an impressive range of
processing technology. Srp˘cic̆ showed us (not
necessarily in the alphabetical order that fol-
lows, of course) the company’s Bavelloni
Max 60 CNP, Bottero Modulinea Jumbo and
815 BC Variant, three For.El washing machines,
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operating today, in Slovenia, appear to have big-
ger workforces, bigger premises and bigger
turnovers than they did a decade ago. Steklarst-
vo Resnik is no exception. 

The company, owned and founded by Miran
Resnik, started out in 1977 as a window installer
in the town of Krs̆ko, around 80 kilometres east
of the capital Ljubljana and close to the border
with Croatia. Initial growth led to the 1984
relocation to purpose-built premises at a 3,000-
square-metre site in Leskovec, on the outskirts
of Krs̆ko, and evolution from a simple local gla-
zing firm into a comprehensive glass process-
ing operation supplying glass to clients through-
out, and also beyond, Slovenia.

At the company’s recently extended pre-
mises in Leskovec, Glass-Technology Inter-
national met owner Miran Resnik and com-
mercial manager Marija Vrhov˘sek, and was
shown around the Resnik facility by production
foreman Jernej Srp˘cic̆.

HEALTHY GROWTH
A decade ago, Resnik had a workforce of 18.

This has now increased to 27, 24 of whom are
involved in production. The tempering of flat

DD espite the loss of important markets in
former Yugoslavia for many processors
and clients, most glass sector firms
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control
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both on the solid experience and firm hand of
entrepreneurs like Miran Resnik, and on the
skills and enthusiasm of young Slovenes like
Jernej Srp˘cic̆.   

a Gieffe shape edging machine, an INO Print
2001 IR screen printing line with combi dri-
er, an Intermac Master Edge HP, a Knopp
Duplokant cross-belt grinding machine, a
Putsch-Meniconi SVP 1080 vertical cutting
machine for laminated glass, two Schiatti
BFTs and a Schiatti FPS15RS, and, last but not
least, a Tamglass HTF tempering furnace.

Float glass, Srp˘cic̆ told us, comes entirely
from Pilkington, Saint-Gobain and Glaverbel.
In the early years, ISP of Pančevo, Yugoslavia,
supplied Resnik with Pittsburgh-process sheet
glass, but heightened consumer awareness
and zero-rated imports of float have seen the
latter prevail. Full quality control procedures
have now been implemented and all processed
glass leaving the premises conforms to Euro-
pean Union standards.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
With admission into the European Union

expected for 2004, Resnik appears ready for the
inherent increase in both opportunity and com-
petition. The greater space for private enterprise,
which 10 years of independence have brought
to Slovenia, allowed an already well estab-
lished business to blossom. Even though this
business is located in the far south-eastern
corner of a future European Union, further
growth will bring it into increasing contact
with the market methods of western Europe.

Successfully meeting the market challenges
still to be faced by a young nation will depend
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Putsch-Meniconi SVP 1080
vertical cutting machine

Jernej Srpc̆ic̆,
production foreman

A view of the
Resnik premises


